1. According to Mandy, what is the main difference between studying at school and university?
A  According to Mandy, the main difference between studying at school and at university is that you find yourself in real trouble.
B  According to Mandy, the main difference between studying at school and at university is that you have to organize yourself a lot more and plan ahead.

2. According to Mandy, which different people can help you to adjust to this different style of studying?
A  According to Mandy, you have professors, tutors and lecturers as well as specialists such as university librarians who can help offer advice about making the best use of your time.
B  According to Mandy, Nobody will offer you help. You have to work by yourself.

3. According to Jim, how is life at university different from studying at home?
A  According to Jim, life at university is different from studying at home because you also have to do all the everyday chores that your parents used to do.
B  According to Jim, life at university is different from studying at home because your parents have to do all the everyday chores instead of you.

4. According to Jim, how can you find time to do everything at university?
A  According to Jim, you can find time to do everything at university if you live away from home and plan ahead.
B  According to Jim, you can find time to do everything at university if you check your teaching timetable, make a schedule and keep to it.

5. According to Richard, What is a good way to make new friends at university?
A  According to Richard, a good way to make new friends at university is to take part in the extra-curricular activities, clubs and societies that your university offers.
B  According to Richard, a good way to make new friends at university is to study 24 hours a day.

6. According to Richard, Why is it important to make friends and do other things apart from studying at university?
A  According to Richard, it is important to make friends and do other things apart from studying at university because there are different clubs and societies.
B  According to Richard, it is important to make friends and do other things apart from studying at university because it is an important part of life at university and it makes you more interesting to future employers.

7. According to Penny, how is evaluation at university different from evaluation at school?
A  According to Penny, evaluation at university is different from evaluation at school because there are no coursework but so many exams can be done.
B  According to Penny, evaluation at university is different from evaluation at school because there are not so many exams – usually only one at the end of the year – as well as coursework.
8. librarians means ......
A  small classes at university.
B  people who work in a library.
C  sure or certain to

9. tutorials means ......
A  small classes at university.
B  to deal successfully with.
C  an informal way of saying university.

10. (to cope with) is a phrase that means ......
A  things that you do at school or university that are not part of your course.
B  to deal successfully with.
C  small classes at university.

11. lectures means ......
A  things that you do at school or university that are not part of your course.
B  talks given at university to large groups of students
C  to deal successfully with.

12. (uni.) means ......
A  things that you do at school or university that are not part of your course.
B  an informal way of saying university.
C  teaching staff at a university

13. professors, tutors and lecturers are......
A  things that you do at school or university that are not part of your course.
B  small classes at university.
C  teaching staff at a university.

14. extra-curricular activities are ..........
A  things that you do at school or university that are not part of your course.
B  an informal way of saying university.
C  teaching staff at a university.

15. bound to means ..........
A  sure or certain to.
B  an informal way of saying university.
C  teaching staff at a university.